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Age-old question

Time Magazine, 1961
“The number of jobs lost to more 
efficient machines is only part of the 
problem. What worries many job 
experts more is that automation may 
prevent the economy from creating 
enough new jobs . . . Many of
the losses in factory jobs have been 
countered by an increase in the 
service industries or in office jobs. But 
automation is beginning to move in 
and eliminate
office jobs too.

Rifkin, 1995

Luddites, 19th century

The Economist, 2018



Not loss of job, but increases in income inequality

Unemployment has shown no upward trend if anything 
employment higher today (due to women joining work force)
- Agricultural employment has gone from 50-80 per cent to less than 5 

in most advanced economies.

Income inequality has been generally rising in the advanced
economies

Picture much less clear in developing countries. 

What does past automation (computers) teach as about future 
innovation (Artificial Intelligence and Robots)?



Income Inequality in Advanced Economies

Source: OECD / own calculations
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Inequality often comes from Rising Return to Education

Rising returns to 
education 

Most pronounced in the 
U.S. but is general 
pattern in Europe as 
well

Puzzling fact: 

- Returns to schooling ↑

While uni. graduates ↑

Clearly the changing 
economy has 
disproportionately 
benefitted educated 
workers. 

But why?

Source: Autor (2019)



Whom do Computers Replace? 
- A Task Model of Work – Jobs 1990 years ago

Surgeon tasks

- Surgeries

- Examine patient

- Examine patient 
medical history

- Conduct 
research to 
improve 
treatment

Secretary tasks

- Answer 
telephones

- Maintain 
calendar

- Create/maintain 
electronic or 
paper filing 
systems

- Type letters etc.

- Book travel 

Gardener tasks

- Gather and 
remove litter

- Water lawns, 
trees or plants, 

- Prune and trim 
trees and flowers

Source: Onet.com database of tasks



The Task Model of Work
- Tasks not Automated are Complemented

Set of (non-automated) tasks in 1980

Computers (1980-2019)

Job with some tasks automated

Remaining tasks are complemented by automation: Workers become 
more productive might command higher wages

Job with many tasks automated

Workers become (almost) redundant. Demand for their services falls

Or?



What Tasks do Computers Replace

Computers perform routine, codifiable tasks that are “fully 
understood”

Computers cannot do adaptability, creativity, flexibility or 
common sense

Polanyi’s Paradox: “We know more than we can tell”

“How can you tell that’s a cat?”

2000
+4000
=6000

“Easy” to explain to a computer



The 2 by 2 Table of Computer Comparative Advatnage

Manual Cognitive / Non-manual

Routine Assembly work Secretary, accountant

Non-routine Gardener, truck-driving Physician, CEO, selling

Source: Adopted from Autor, Levy, Murnane (2003)

First wave of automation: mid 20th century: Automated factory work (Manual/routine)

Second wave of automation: End of 20th century: Computers (Cognitive/routine)



But those are the Jobs in the Middle!

Wage Polarization

Source: Acemoglu and Autor (2011)Source: Autor using Goos, Manning, and Salomons (2014)

Job Polarization



The ABC of Benefits from Automation

Complementarity to Automation: Are the tasks you perform 

complemented by computers / automation? Secretaries versus physicians.

Boost to demand from higher income: Does higher income in 

society increase demand for your services? restaurants, yoga instructors, 
tourist guides, sommeliers, medical professionals

Adjustments to labor supply: Do you possess skills in limited 

supply or will any increase in demand lead to more workers in the field? 
Contrast physicians with waiters 

Many jobs in the bottom of the income distribution benefit from 
Boost to demand, but just see inflow of new workers.



Boost to Demand from Better Technology

Directly (frontier 
technology jobs)

Indirectly (higher 
wealth jobs)



Frontier Jobs and Wealth Jobs are Increasingly in Cities



Stark differences between Frontier Jobs and Wealth Jobs

All Jobs Frontier Jobs Wealth Work

Wage ($2015) 18.78 26.89 18.49

Pct. Women 44% 28% 62%

Pct. College 35% 50% 41%

Pct. HS. Graduate 26% 16% 21%

Pct of Jobs 100% 5.1% 6.8%

Source: Autor (2019)



Taking Stock

Computers have automated some tasks and Complemented 
others

At the same time new technology and a wealthier society has 
given a Boost to demand for some jobs

Whether this increases employment or wages depends on the 
Adjustment of workers into these jobs. 



What’s the difference between Computers and AI?



Clear that AI is gaining skills

But Watson has yet to revolutionize cancer detection 

Self-driving cars still cannot drive in New Delhi

AlphaZero needs to play 40 million games to train itself 

Surely a matter of time, but not as quick as some expect



What jobs will be successful in the future?

Job structure 
changing: Jobs 
requiring social 
skill growing 
most

Complementarity 
between social 
skills and math 
skills!

Source: Deming (2017)



Change in Employment

Employment 
growth 
especially in 
caring sectors



Conclusion

Technology doesn’t automatically reduce employment; 
historically not at all!

Technology replaces certain tasks and is therefore 
complementary for some occupations and a substitute for 
others

Higher technology and wealth in the economy increases 
demand for some occupations, in particular in services and 
health 

Whether that is reflected in higher wages or employment 
depend on adjustments of labor supply 

Computers have tended to complement workers with 
analytical skills: Likely social skills will see the highest 
returns in the decades to come



Appendix



Wage effects



Some Effects on Employment in the US

Source: Acemoglu and Restrepo (2017)

Areas with 
industries more 
affected by robots 
tend to have poorer 
employment 
growth

No such effect 
found in Germany 
(Dauth, Findeisen, 
Südekum and 
Wößner, 2017)



Certain parts of employment distribution 
has suffered more

Employment rate 
amongst young 
male Americans has 
declined 
substantially past 
20 years? 

Permanent decline? 


